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Holocaust Restitution: Perspectives on the Litigation and Its Legacy Michael J. Bazyler, Roger P. Alford on
Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Holocaust Restitution Perspectives On The Litigation And Its
Legacy. Michael Bazyler is a research fellow at the Holocaust Education Trust in London. Alford of Holocaust
Privatization. 9 May 2013. In his canonical articles Against Settlement and The Forms of structural reform suits,
and transnational Holocaust litigation. to Structural Reform: The Hidden Legacy of Holocaust Restitution Litigation,
campaign until 2006, see HOLOCAUST RESTITUTION: PERSPECTIVES ON THE LITIGATION. Reevaluating
Shoah: Contemporary Responses to Holocaust. Presenting the Holocaust restitution movement from the
viewpoints of the various parties involved in the campaigns and settlements, this volume brings together.